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Bench Topics
by John Haviland

5.56 and 7.62 Case Capacities

Due to a continuing run 
on handloading compo-
nents, over the last couple 

of years, cases are difficult to find 
and expensive when they are found. 
Military surplus is currently about 
the only readily available source of 
cases, but military cases are thicker, 
which results in less case capacity 
than commercial cartridges and ne-
cessitates reducing powder charges. 
How much less volume and how 
much reduction of powder charges 
are required to compensate remain 
questions. Those uncertainties also 
made me think about the differ-
ences in capacities of various brands 
of commercial cases, so I set out to 
measure and test a variety of .308 
Winchester/7.62 NATO and .223 
Remington/5.56 NATO cases to 
find some answers.

Various Internet sites sell once-
fired military surplus cases. The best 
deal I found for 7.62x51 NATO 
cases, which can be substituted for 
.308 Winchester cases, was Ever-
glades Ammo and Reloading (www.
evergladesammo.com) that sells a 
box of 500 cases for $85, delivered. 
Four days later the box arrived, and 
I tore into it like a birthday present. 
Everglades had cleaned the cases, 
and they were as bright and shiny 
as new. The box actually contained 
521 cases; only three were unus-
able. Some of the case mouths were 
dinged, but a sizing die rounded 
them out. The cases had a variety of 
headstamps, such as LC, PSD, RA, 

SBS and TAA, with the NATO in-
signia headstamp of a cross in a cir-
cle. Cases were from various years.

The headspace dimension of the 
cases after being fired in an open-
bolt machine gun was a concern. 
Using a Hornady Lock-N-Load 
Headspace Gauge, the military 

cases were 0.011 inch longer to the 
datum point of the shoulder than 
Hornady commercial cases fired in a 
.308 Winchester bolt action and au-
toloader. A sizing die set the shoul-
ders back to the proper headspace 
dimension. Case necks lengthened 
quite a bit from that sizing and re-

Military surplus 7.62 cases work well as substitutes for .308 Winchester cases – and at a good price.

These case brands were used to load .223 cartridges. There was very little difference in velocity among 
the five different cases.
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quired trimming to bring the brass 
down to a length of 2.005 inches.

Sizing the cases also knocked out 
the crimped-in spent primers. To 
remove the crimp around the primer 
pocket, an RCBS Primer Pocket 
Swager Tool that fits in the shell-
holder slot on a single-stage press 
was used. Raising the press ram in-
serts a case into a die with a rod that 
holds the case as the swager irons 
out the crimp around the primer 
pocket.

There was no need for me to 
order any 5.56 cases. My garage is 
brimming with commercial .223 
and military LC 5.56 cases gathered 
from years of shooting. To deter-
mine the total case capacity of these 
various brands of cases, each was 
weighed then filled with room-tem-
perature water and weighed again. 
The difference was their capacity of 
water in grains. There was little dif-
ference in the weight and capacity of 
the assorted .223/5.56 brass. Four 
brands of .223 Remington cases and 
one 5.56 case varied only 1.6 grains 
in weight and 0.2 grain of water in 
capacity, but there was quite a dif-
ference in the weight of the 7.62 
and commercial .308 Winchester 
cases. The five 7.62 cases’ average 
weight was approximately 8 percent 
heavier than the average weight of 
the two .308 cases. I sawed open a 
couple of military and commercial 
cases, and it looked like the mili-
tary cases’ extra weight was located 
in the head and web. However, a 

capacity of 1.5 grains less water for 
the heavier military cases was not all 
that much different than the lighter 
commercial cases.

Various handloading manuals in-
clude warnings about the reduced 
capacity of military cases.

Nosler Reloading Guide 7: Mili-
tary brass can have less case capac-
ity because of heavier construction, 
and often yields higher pressures. 
We recommend caution when using 
military brass for the .223, and sug-
gest starting at or below the mini-
mum loads listed.

In the .308 Winchester section: 

Military brass has less case capacity 
because of its heavier construction. 
This results in a smaller combustion 
chamber, and yields higher pres-
sures. We recommend caution when 
using military brass, and suggest 
starting at or below the minimum 
loads listed.

Sierra 5th Edition Rifle & Hand-
gun Reloading Manual: If mili-
tary brass is used for reloading, the 
charges shown should be reduced by 
one to two grains. The thicker con-
struction of these cases decreases ca-
pacity, making a reduction in charge 
weight a necessity.

These case brands were used to load .308 Winchester cartridges. Using the 
same load, there was only 45 fps difference in average velocity among the 
seven different cases. The extra weight of military cases is mostly in the head and web.
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Speer Bullets Reloading Manual 
#14: Military cases are often thicker 
than commercial ones and have less 
case capacity. Reduce charges de-
veloped in commercial cases at least 
three percent when loading military 
cases. I heeded that advice when 
choosing powder charges for the 
.22- and .30-caliber cases.

Western Powders Reloading & 
Load Data Guide, Edition 5.0 lists 
a maximum powder charge of 25.5 
grains of X-Terminator for the .223 
Remington loaded with Barnes 50-
grain Varmint Grenade bullets and 
Winchester Small Rifle primers 
loaded in Winchester cases. I loaded 
a half-grain less of X-Terminator, a 
2-percent reduction, in the .223 and 
5.56 cases.

Velocities of the Barnes bullets, 
shot from a Ruger Gunsite Scout 
Rifle’s 16.1-inch barrel, varied only 
33 fps between the five makes of 
cases loaded with 25.0 grains of X-
Terminator. Those differences in 

velocity were nearly the same as the 
30 fps extreme velocity spreads re-
corded for the different cases.

For a .308 Winchester load, 
Berger 190-grain Target VLD bul-
lets with Ramshot TAC were used. 
Berger Bullets’ reloading manual 
does not list the brand of cases or 
primers used for its loads. To play 
it safe, I knocked a grain off Berg-
er’s maximum load of 40.6 grains 
of TAC right at the start. Reducing 
that 3 percent further, I settled on 
38.4 grains of TAC. Shot from the 
20-inch barrel of a Mossberg Preda-
tor MVP, average velocities varied 
from a low of 2,265 to 2,310 fps be-

These components were used to test variations in .223 and 5.56 case capacity.

tween the seven makes of cases. The 
45 fps spread of velocities was about 
half of the 70 to 80 fps extreme ve-
locity spreads produced by the vari-
ous cases. The slowest velocity came 
from the SBS cases, which had one 
of the smallest case capacities.

If velocity is an indication of 
pressure, there was but a tiny differ-
ence in pressure between the com-
mercial and military .223/5.56 and 
.308/7.62 cases with the loads used, 
but it’s always prudent to stay on 
the safe side by starting load devel-
opment with powder charges low 
and working up when different car-
tridge components are used.

These components were used to test variations in .308 and 7.62 case capacity.


